Please enter ALL information in the Information Block above. Answer all questions (even if "NA"). Write, print, or mark clearly all answers. If you change an answer, erase it entirely, or indicate clearly that it was changed.

This assessment has been created for the purposes of gathering information necessary for the Probation Officer to complete a Supervision/Correctional Case Plan. The information being entered is tied to the NEW Case Planning Model.

The Balanced and Restorative Justice Model should be considered throughout the case planning process.

Individual PRBSCP items are marked with a "Color Bar" like the one below. Although this assessment will only be used for the Supervision/Correctional Case Plan, colors and initials identify other PRBSCP reports that may include the item.

COLOR BAR

KEY

SCP  Supervision/Correctional Case Plan
CR   Review Hearing Report
DR   Review Hearing Report

1) District
   Check only one.
   □ 1-FIRST DISTRICT
   □ 2-SECOND DISTRICT
   □ 3-THIRD DISTRICT
   □ 4-FOURTH DISTRICT
   □ 5-FIFTH DISTRICT
   □ 6-SIXTH DISTRICT
   □ 7-SEVENTH DISTRICT
   □ 8-EIGHTH DISTRICT

2) Plan Type
   Check only one.
   □ Initial Probation
   □ Updated Probation
   □ Revised Probation

3) Supervision Type
   Check only one.
This section asks for information about the youth’s legal obligations. Please review the account summary module in CARE. Make sure information entered is accurate from accounting in CARE. In addition, consider the concept of Accountability, from the BARJ model.

4) Risk Level

Check only one.

- [ ] Low
- [ ] Moderate
- [ ] High

* Generated from the PSRA/PRA.

5) Sex Offender Risk Level

Check only one.

- [ ] NA
- [ ] Low
- [ ] Moderate
- [ ] High

* Use the most recent Sexual Behavior Assessment, or Psycho-sexual assessment to determine risk level.
  - NOJOS level 1 = Low
  - NOJOS level 2, 3 = Moderate
  - NOJOS level 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 = High

6) Method

How will the youth meet the owed obligations? Summarize:

- [ ] John is currently employed and will pay $50.00 each pay check towards restitution.
- [ ] Enter ‘NA’ if ‘Not Applicable.’

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

7) Progress made towards the legal obligations

Summarize any progress made by the youth to date.

- [ ] John has made two payments on his owed restitution to date.
- [ ] Enter ‘NA’ if ‘Not Applicable.’

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

8) Drug Testing

Enter most current (last 3-4) drug testing dates and corresponding results.

- [ ] John’s last drug test was negative, tested 1/5/2007 using a multi screen.
- [ ] Enter ‘NA’ if no drug testing.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0
completing the PRA. Consider the concept of Competency Development, from the BARJ model.

9) Presenting Offense Episode(s)

- What is the POE(s)? - use common language, not technical offense descriptions.
- (e.g., John’s Presenting Offense Episodes seem to center around fighting and stealing things.)
- IF there are no NEW charges, leave the info. that was last entered.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

10) Identify the POE(s) "The Story"

- Briefly outline the BEHAVIORS and ATTITUDES that lead to the reason(s) the youth is being referred to court - POE(s).

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

11) Identify any PATTERNS in POE(s)

- IF there are multiple POE’s - briefly outline any noticed PATTERNS in behaviors and attitudes that are leading to the POE’s.
- Enter ‘NA’ IF no multiple POE's.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

12) School Domain

Check all that apply.

- From the Assessment/Conceptualization process, pick the Dynamic Risk Factor(s) specific to the POE(s).
- Pick NA IF NOT an area of focus.

13) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the Identified Risk Factor

- Briefly summarize what would be different.
- OR Enter ‘NA’ IF NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

14) Progress towards Selected Risk Factor

- Summarize any progress made.
- Include an estimate of the youth's "Stage of Change" and level of "Importance or Confidence.
- For example: The youth is a Precontemplator who expresses a Lack of Importance toward the identified Dynamic Risk Factor.
- Enter ‘NA’ IF initial supervision plan, OR NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

15) Progress status
Check only one.

SCP

NA
Successful
Unsuccessful
Active/Partial progress

16) Use of Free Time Domain
Check all that apply.

SCP

NA
25-#structured rec. activities

• From the Assessment/Conceptualization process, pick the Dynamic Risk Factor(s) specific to the POE (s).
• Pick NA IF NOT an area of focus.

17) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the Identified Risk Factor

SCP

• Briefly summarize what would be different.
• OR Enter 'NA' IF NOT an area of focus.
Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

18) Progress towards Selected Risk Factor

SCP

• Summarize any progress made.
• Include an estimate of the youth's “Stage of Change” and level of “Importance or Confidence.”
• For example: The youth is a Precontemplator who expresses a Lack of Importance toward the identified Dynamic Risk Factor.
• Enter 'NA’ IF initial supervision plan, OR NOT an area of focus.
Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

19) Progress status
Check only one.

SCP

NA
Successful
Unsuccessful
Active/Partial progress

20) Relationships Domain
Check all that apply.

SCP

NA
32- Friends youth spends time with
33- admire/emulate antisocial peers
35- amt. of free time spent w/anti
36- strength of anti-peer influence

• From the Assessment/Conceptualization process, pick the Dynamic Risk Factor(s) specific to the POE (s).
• Pick NA IF NOT an area of focus.

21) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the Identified Risk Factor

SCP

• Briefly summarize what would be different.
• OR Enter ‘NA’ IF NOT an area of focus.
22) Progress towards Selected Risk Factor

• Summarize any progress made.
• Include an estimate of the youth’s “Stage of Change” and level of “Importance or Confidence.”
• For example: The youth is a Precontemplator who expresses a Lack of Importance toward the identified Dynamic Risk Factor.
• Enter ‘NA’ IF initial supervision plan, OR NOT an area of focus.

23) Progress status

Check only one.

□ NA
□ Successful
□ Unsuccessful
□ Active/Partial progress

24) Current Living Domain

Check all that apply.

□ NA
□ 42-Parent figure current living
□ 43-Current family annual income
□ 46-# of parental fig. problems
□ 48-# of non-parental problems
□ 49-# of household/ history jail
□ 50-Level of parent emot. Support
□ 51-#current fam feels close to
□ 52-does fam opp's to participate
□ 53-lvl conflict w/parents and youth

25) Current Living Domain <continued>

Check all that apply.

□ NA
□ 54-current parental supervision
□ 55-compliance w/parent authority
□ 56-appropriate consequences
□ 57-appropriate rewards
□ 58-parent view youth's antisoc beh

26) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the Identified Risk Factor

□ Briefly summarize what would be different.
□ OR Enter ‘NA’ IF NOT an area of focus.
27) Progress towards Selected Risk Factor

- Summarize any progress made.
- Include an estimate of the youth's "Stage of Change" and level of "Importance or Confidence."
- For example: The youth is a Precontemplator who expresses a Lack of Importance toward the identified Dynamic Risk Factor.
- Enter 'NA' IF initial supervision plan, OR NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

28) Progress status

Check only one.

- NA
- Successful
- Unsuccessful
- Active/Partial progress

29) Alcohol/Drugs Domain

Check all that apply.

- From the Assessment/Conceptualization process, pick the Dynamic Risk Factor(s) specific to the POE(s).
- Pick NA IF NOT an area of focus.

- NA
- 60-youth current alcohol use
- 61-alc. Main cont. to del behavior
- 63-youth current drug use
- 64- drug main cont. to del beh

30) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the Identified Risk Factor

- Briefly summarize what would be different.
- OR Enter 'NA' IF NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

31) Progress towards Selected Risk Factor

- Summarize any progress made.
- Include an estimate of the youth's "Stage of Change" and level of "Importance or Confidence.
- For example: The youth is a Precontemplator who expresses a Lack of Importance toward the identified Dynamic Risk Factor.
- Enter 'NA' IF initial supervision plan, OR NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

32) Progress status

Check only one.

- NA
- Successful
- Unsuccessful
- Active/Partial progress
33) Mental Health Domain
Check all that apply.

- From the Assessment/Conceptualization process, pick the Dynamic Risk Factor(s) specific to the POE(s).
- Pick NA IF NOT an area of focus.

☐ NA
☐ 69-Currently tx w/meds diagnosis
☐ 70-Current ADD/ADHD diagnosis

34) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the Identified Risk Factor

- Briefly summarize what would be different.
- OR Enter 'NA' IF NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

35) Progress towards Selected Risk Factor

- Summarize any progress made.
- Include an estimate of the youth's "Stage of Change" and level of "Importance or Confidence."
- For example: The youth is a Precontemplator who expresses a Lack of Importance toward the identified Dynamic Risk Factor.
- Enter 'NA' IF initial supervision plan, OR NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

36) Progress status
Check only one.

☐ NA
☐ Successful
☐ Unsuccessful
☐ Active/Partial progress

37) Attitudes/Behaviors Domain
Check all that apply.

- From the Assessment/Conceptualization process, pick the Dynamic Risk Factor(s) specific to the POE(s).
- Pick NA IF NOT an area of focus.

☐ NA
☐ 75-sense of responsibility
☐ 76-youth's empathy for victims
☐ 77-interpretation,non-confront
☐ 78-view of prosocial rules
☐ 79-respect authority figures
☐ 80-tolerance for frustration
☐ 81-belief use verbal aggression
☐ 82-belief use physical aggression
☐ 83-belief control behavior
☐ 84-belief things in life matter

38) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the Identified Risk Factor
• Briefly summarize what would be different.
• OR Enter ‘NA’ IF NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

40) Progress status
Check only one.

- NA
- Successful
- Unsuccessful
- Active/Partial progress

41) Skills Domain
Check all that apply.

- From the Assessment/Conceptualization process, pick the Dynamic Risk Factor(s) specific to the POE (s).
- Pick NA IF NOT an area of focus.

- NA
- 85-express needs/feelings
- 86- Consequential thinking
- 87-Critical thinking/social pers.
- 88-Problem solving
- 89-External self monitoring
- 90-Internal self monitoring
- 91-Prosocial goal setting

42) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the Identified Risk Factor

• Briefly summarize what would be different.
• OR Enter ‘NA’ IF NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

43) Progress towards Selected Risk Factor

• Summarize any progress made.
• Include an estimate of the youth's "Stage of Change" and level of "Importance or Confidence."
• For example: The youth is a Precontemplator who expresses a Lack of Importance toward the identified Dynamic Risk Factor.
• Enter ‘NA’ IF initial supervision plan, OR NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0

44) Progress status
Check only one.  
☐ NA  ☐ Successful  ☐ Unsuccessful  ☐ Active/Partial progress

45) "Other" area of focus
☐ SCP
☐ NA
☐ Successful
☐ Unsuccessful
☐ Active/Partial progress

• IF Selecting an "Other" area of focus, [1] Specify a Dynamic Risk Factor or [2] Create own.
• Enter ‘NA’ IF NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0. 

Score: 0

46) Describe what the behavior would look like IF the youth has accomplished the "other" Identified Risk Factor

• Briefly summarize what would be different.
• OR Enter ‘NA’ IF NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0. 

Score: 0

47) Progress towards "Other" identified Risk Factor

• Summarize any progress made.
• Include an estimate of the youth's "Stage of Change" and level of "Importance or Confidence."
• For example: The youth is a Precontemplator who expresses a Lack of Importance toward the identified Dynamic Risk Factor.
• Enter ‘NA’ IF initial supervision plan, OR NOT an area of focus.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0. 

Score: 0

48) Progress status
Check only one.  
☐ NA  ☐ Successful  ☐ Unsuccessful  ☐ Active/Partial progress

PRBSCP - 04 Strengths, Weaknesses, and Motivation Ltd

The information entered in this section of questions will help to develop the Supervision/Correctional Case Plan. Pull information from the Assessment/Conceptualization process that identified what will motivate the youth towards behavior change (protective factors and incentives). Consider the concept of Community Protection, from the BARJ model.

49) Identify the youth's rewards/incentives

• Identify Rewards/Incentives are things that are meaningful to the youth (not Domain specific).
• Enter ‘NA’ IF not completing a supervision plan.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0. 

Score: 0

50) Identify the youth's protective factors
• Identify the SCORED protective factors from the PRA, and anything else that is good in the youth’s life.

• Enter ‘NA’ IF not completing a supervision plan.

Please score this question manually by entering a whole number between 0 and 0.

Score: 0